IT/ITES Endpoint Vulnerability Detection, Remediation and Compliance.

Leading IT services provider trust Saner Business to provide them with a reliable and practical vulnerability detection and remediation solutions to manage client devices hosted in multiple datacentres and on multiple operating systems.

Client Brief:
A leading health care IT services provider in North America.

Business Need:
- Integrated solution to perform vulnerability detection and remediation. Must be easy to deploy across endpoints while providing detailed and customizable reports.
- Ensure strict compliance to HIPAA standards to provide reliable service to their customers.

Challenges:
- On cloud deployment while ensuring data security & confidentiality.
- Adherence to various regulatory & compliance needs form government bodies, both State and Federal.

PRODUCT DETAILS
- Product: Saner Business
- Sector: Healthcare ITES
- Size: 1,000 nodes
- Operating System: Windows & Linux
- Deployment Type: On cloud
- Compliance: HIPAA

BENEFITS
- Vulnerability detection bundled with remediation
- Quick & easy installation
- Easy cloud deployment
- Low cost of ownership
- Centralized Monitoring
Implementation:
Saner agents deployed on each endpoint are configured to scan daily with auto-remediation option enabled. This ensures vulnerable packages and applications are updated as soon as vulnerabilities are discovered.

Agents regularly consult SecPod Ancor for security intelligence and remediation data. Ancor ensures that the agent is constantly provided with new checks and patches.

The IT administrator uses SecPod Viser, an administrative console, to conveniently monitor the endpoint security state across an array of endpoints.

HIPAA COMPLIANCE IMPLEMENTATION

To ensure HIPAA compliance, requirements were translated to technical definitions such that the client can create and customize profiles and apply these profiles to endpoints.

On applying the profiles, a scan report is generated to show compliance to/deviation from HIPAA regulatory benchmark.

Any compliance deviations are remediated immediately with the auto remediation option.

"With Saner Business we have considerably reduced IT vulnerabilities while spending just a fraction of our IT budget. It has integrated quickly into our existing software configuration and compliance system. Bundled remediation has completely eliminated the need to have multiple tools which were attempting to perform some of the same tasks. Its ability to communicate with, and report to, other components within our environment has truly made this the only complete vulnerability management solution that fits our requirements."

- Philip J. Morrison Jr.,
Chief Security Officer, Uber Operations LLC.
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